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Conclusions & outlook

o Debiasing and trackwise bias adjustment of the marine gravity data 

resulted in a better covariance function and improved the final geoid

by ~2 cm (w.r.t. GPS/Lev)

o Simulating the residual gravity anomaly signal in areas with voids or 

no data, provides reliable results. Using a GGM as fill-in is a «less

attractive» option as no data are present in such areas during the 

GGM development

o The geoid solutions are all quite similar, and collocation is not

performing better than ‘simple’ methods

o Solutions appear to be not more accurate than EIGEN6-C4, and a 

geoid based on altimeter gravity is LESS accurate; ship gravity data 

is more accurate than altimeter-inferred gravity

➢ Final free-air gravity, bouguer gravity, and geoid grids and maps by 

end 2019/early 2020 freely available

Gravity database and data reduction

The corrected ship gravity anomaly data are displayed to the left, clearly showing the areas where data are 

sparse. The data were de-biased by SHOM for each individual ship profile (see example below). The ship 

gravity anomalies were then compared with DTU15 altimetry inferred gravities, and the differences are quite 

small, as can be seen on the right (0.00 offet and StD of difference: 3.75 mGal).

NB: the StD of the difference between DTU15 and UCSDv24 is 3.66 mGal.

Introduction

The main aim of the Geomed2 project was the

estimation of the best possible marine geoid

approximation, given the available marine gravity

data, for the Mediterranean.

For the geoid estimation, all available ship gravity

data have been collected, edited, homogenized and

used to derive the most homogeneous possible

dataset in order to devise a gravimetric only geoid

model. In that respect, special attention has been

paid to the data debiasing, where both area-wise and

track-wise methods were tested. The geoid

estimation was based on the well-known remove-

compute-restore method, employing different

approaches for the actual geoid modeling. The

available gravity data have been gridded on a

regular 2’ 2’ grid in the computation area employing

ordinary kriging, serving both as input to the geoid

estimation methodologies and as a project

deliverable to be disseminated as a new

approximation of the gravity field over the

Mediterranean. The components of the gravity field

have been modeled using EIGEN-6C4 to d/o 1000

and different methods for RTC reduction have been

tested. The Hirt models led to the best results. The

estimated geoids have then been compared with

GPS leveling data (not shown) and an independent

oceanographic geoid.

We present here the final gravity anomaly database,

and the marine geoid solutions that were computed

always with the same regular 2’x2’ residual gravity

grid.

The gravity database consists of terrestrial

data of BGI, and national databases from Italy,

Greece, Croatia. Due to bad data, gaps and

other problems in the east, all data have been

removed from the database and it was

replaced with a simulated signal (pink area)

that has the same statistical features as

residual gravity over sea.

The gravity data were reduced in two steps: first with the global gravity model (GGM) EIGEN6-C4 to d/o 1000 (20 km spatial scale),

and then the RTC effects by a combined use of a) a medium wavelength contribution, from the maximum degree and order (d/o) of

the GGM to d/o 2160, through a spherical harmonic synthesis of the topographic potential based on the dv_ELL_Earth2014 model

(Classens and Hirt, 2013), and b) a high-frequency contribution from GGMPlus (Global Gravity Maps Plus), providing the high order

effects to d/o 90000 (~220-250 m) from the ERTM2160 model (Hirt et al., 2014). Calculation of RTC with Gravsoft and SRTM 3”

grids was also tested but led to significantly less reduction.

The plot on the right displays the regular 2’x2’ gravity residual grid used in the computation,

Evaluation of the marine geoid solutions

The validation of the geoid over sea is difficult due to lack of independent data, e.g. accurate gravity data, or an up-to-date synthetic geoid

(MSS with SARAL, MDT based on drifter data everywhere). Our independent marine geoid has an un uncertainty of around 4-5 cm due to

errors in the MSS and MDT used in its construction (NB: StD of differences of MSS models is already around 3.5 cm), which is just sufficient

to evaluate the geoid models. We have compared all solutions to our independent marine geoid, and the StD of the difference is listed in the

table. The plot to the right shows the difference of the KTH geoid with our independent oceanographic geoid. The StD of the difference is 5.4

cm. The difference with EIGEN6-C4 to d/o 1000 is 6.6 cm, to d/o 2190 is 5.5 cm, and with EGM2008 to d/o 2190 it is 7.1 cm.

Independent marine geoid

We compare our geoid solutions to an independent result

(bottom plot), computed with a Mean Sea Surface (CNES-

CLS15) and an oceanographic Mean Dynamic Topography

model (top plot; based on drifter data). The formal errors of

the MSS and MDT are estimated to be a few cm maximum.

Marine geoid solutions

Geoid solutions have been computed using spectral and stochastic methods: Direct spherical, Stokes Wong-Gore, KTH, Fast

collocation, modified collocation using the same regular 2’x2’ gravity residual grid (shown in frame above). The plot below on

the left shows the residual geoid of the Stokes WG solution (NB: StD is 3.5 cm).

The geoid is obtained after restoring the global model and Hirt RTC geoid contribution. A geoid model is presented below on

the right; on this scale, all solutions look identical.

residual geoid: -30 to 30 cm geoid: 0 to 58 m

StD=4.7 mGal

Example of track-wise de-biasing for a campaign in the Ionian sea

Method StD of difference 

Stokes W-G 5.6 cm

Direct Spherical 5.6 cm

KTH 5.4 cm

FastCol 6.1 cm

Modified collocation 5.7 cm

NB: with a satellite-only model in the reduction (DIR6 to d/o 230), the StD of

difference with our independent oceanographic geoid is 24.6 cm

NB2: using DTU15 gravity anomaly over the entire Mediterranean, the StD of

difference with our independent oceanographic geoid is 5.7 cm. When interpolating

the DTU data only on the ship data positions (i.e., the same gaps), the StD is 6.6 cm.


